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Image

Title/Artist

Item Details

Sale Info

Acrylic

$100

Watercolour

$75

Framed Print

$175

“Karen Women Making Bags”
Greg Gregory

This painting depicts a Karen woman
making bags in a kmanuafacturing facility
located in Langley, BC

“Friends Forever”
Elayne Preston

“Three Bags Full”
Gary Nay
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“Suddenly, Just Bags”
Helga Parekh
Digital

NFS

Digitally Altered
Photography

$450

Digitally Altered
Photography

$450

Digitally Altered
Photography

$450

“Lady with a Bag”
Helmut Gruntorad

“Tourists”
Helmut Gruntorad

“Sunday Afternoon”
Helmut Gruntorad
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“100% Bag Country”
Joanne Dennis
100% Bag Country is a concept fibre
artwork that depicts a country setting with
a bell tower that calls the local farmers
together to join in celebration of the sun
that feeds their orchards.
I created this piece out of the recycled
grocery bags that I tend to collect. I buy
reusable grocery bags to avoid feeling
guilty about yet again asking for plastic
bags on my shopping trips, because I
forgot my bags at home or in the car.
Now I have a large collection of reusable
grocery bags sitting in my closet. What
better way to represent the Just Bags
exhibit with an artwork made 99.9% out of
bags (I rounded up for the title). This
artwork is made up of bags for the image,
the frame, the backing and the hanger.
The thread that holds it together is the
other 0.1%. This artwork is an exploration
into fibre art using recycled materials, and
I learned about layered fabric and stacking
techniques as part of the process. This was
such fun to create!

NFS

Fibre Art

“Showing Off”
Juliana Laskowska
A woman’s purse always says much about
her. Big or small, flashy or modest, in a
way, it communicates to strangers what
kind of woman she is. For some women,
their purse is particularly important, for
others not so much. I titled this piece
“Showing Off”, as a cheeky commentary
on how one’s purse is a silent, but often
not so subtle way, of making a statement.

Acrylic on Canvas

$160
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“Chaotic Clutter”
Ken Westdorp
Acrylic

$75

Pencil and Ink

NFS

Mixed Media

$175

Acrylic, Papier
Mache

$800

“Just Give”
Lyn Verra-Lay

“Bags to Riches”
Melanie Thompson
This work was made in response to the
excessive use of plastic bags for grocery
items. I always saved bags for other uses
but noticed I had an over abundance.
These bags were folded into used plastic
deer net fencing from our garden, the
material is recycled from a dress and
embellished with embroidery.
“Jackie”
Monica Nudelman
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“Charlotte”
Monica Nudelman
Acrylic, Papier
Mache

$800

“Has Anyone Seen My Jeans”
Monica Nudelman
Acrylic, Papier
Mache

$800

Fibre Art

NFS

“Stroll in the Sun”
Patty Halliday

“Just Bags”
Maninder Kaur
$250
People have asked for what my sources of
inspiration have been throughout my
years, and the answer is simply the love of
doing art. My love for art has always made
me preserve and to strive to learn and
master all kinds of art forms. It is that love
and passion for art that makes me want to
share art with the whole world.

Acrylic on Canvas
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The natural beauty of British Columbia’s
landscapes, people of many backgrounds,
creativity and cultures all inspire me in my
artistic expression. I also want my work to
inspire viewers to take their own creative
journeys, whether it's in visual arts, crafts,
music or any other expressive arts.
I enjoy creating art works in various
mediums like oils, Acrylics, mixed Media,
Murals, Folk and Traditional art.

